**MODEL No.**

EP-150A

**Non-insulated terminals :**

14, 22, 38, 60, 70, 80, 100, 150 mm²

**SPECIFICATIONS**

* Two stage pumping
* Relief value
* Reservoir capacity : 83cc

Output force :

90 kN

**SIZE**

512 (L) mm

**WEIGHT**

3.7 kg

**ACCESSORIES**

Dedicated Indentor :

14, 22, 38-70, 80-150 mm² (4 pieces),
Double molded carrying case

**FEATURES**

The EP-150A is a hydraulic indenting tool for non-insulated terminals and sleeves up to 150mm².

When rolled-and-blazed connectors are installed, indenting crimp is applied. Indentation is made on the seam of connector for appropriate mechanical and electric characteristics of connected conductors.

The EP-150A is so designed that connected conductors meet JIS requirement as well as requirement for the tool itself.

**REMARKS**

* Unique two stage pumping for rapid ram advance
* Rotary nest for easy setting